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Welcome to Fencing

From the TFC Community

“Don’t do this to
“Don’t try as a
parent to coach
your kids.”

get your kids into
an ivy league
school. Give them
a passion to love
and enjoy.”

“Be kind– to your

“Be supportive.

kids, to your

Your kids coach is

referees, and your

their coach. Not

coaches!”

you. Hug and
encourage them!”
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BIRTH YEARS

How to Register

CLASS

Open

Born 2008 or earlier

A, B or C

C & Under

Born 2008 or earlier

C, D, E or U

D & Under

Born 2008 or earlier

D, E or U

Veteran

Born 1982 or earlier

N/A

Junior

Born 2002-2008

N/A

Cadet

Born 2005-2008

N/A

Youth 14

Born 2007-2010

N/A

Youth 12

Born 2009-2012

N/A

Youth 10

Born 2011-2014

N/A

National

Types of Regional
Tournaments
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Points

Ratings 101
An “A” is Fencing’s Black Belt
Equivalent
U is “Unrated.”
At Nova, we do not chase ratings,
we chase improvement and
experience.
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How to Register

Step One: Become a USA Fencing Member
1. Go to the following link and register for
“Competitive Membership” ($85/yr)
2. Parents are encouraged to sign up for the
“Access Membership” ($25/yr)
You must be a member in order to compete
in any sanctioned tournament
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Step Two: Register on AskFred
1. Go to AskFred.net and create a profile.
2. To search local tournaments, go to
“Upcoming Tournaments” and then select
“Browse.” Search by Virginia, Capitol,
Maryland Divisions
If you register for a tournament, you are
expected to attend. Failure to do so is
discourteous to tournament organizers and
your fellow competitors. It is also a poor
reflection of Nova Fencing.
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Gear

Needed
2 working weapons, 2 body cords
(3 preferable)

Regional
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Nourishment
Always assume no food will be on sale at the
tournament
Water bottle

National
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Optional

(But Important)
2 towels (one for sweat, one for
wiping feet to avoid slipping)

Fencing Mask
(+PPE until further notice)

Bananas

Fresh t-shirt/athletic shirt,
Nova warmups

Underarm Protector (aka Plastron),
Chest protector for women

Granola/Nutrition Bars/Trail Mix

Camera for recording (good for
Athlete and coaches)

Glove (ensure no holes)

Gatorade (water it halfway down)

Camping chair

Knickers

Book or other activity while waiting

Long socks (no skin shown), shoes

Tip for Armorer– they can save you!
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The Day of the Tournament

Arrival

After Check-In

Tournament Format

What do to when you enter the venue

Warmup and Light Bouting

Kick Butt, Take Names

Register + Equipment Check
•

•

Check in at bout committee no later than a half hour
before check-in closes. Have your event fees + proof
of current membership ready to be presented
If there is armory inspection, you must present your
body cords, mask, glove, and if applicable, French
Grip epees for inspection. The body cord will be
tagged with a unique color tape, and the mask and
glove will receive an event-unique stamp.

Physical + Mental Readiness
•

Begin by doing the Nova warmup routine, ideally with

Pools and DE’s
•

teammates
•

Dynamic stretching exercises

•

Fencer should do 2, no more than 3 warmup bouts at 50%
effort, ideally with teammates. If fencing opponent clubs,
don’t show your full repertoire

•

Spend time visualizing success, listening to music, deep
breathing

•

CHECK YOUR WEAPONS FOR COMPLIANCE PRIOR TO
ARRIVING AT THE POD!!! (More in Appendix)

•
•
•
•

Tournaments begin by fencing 5 touch bouts (known as
pool bouts). Teammates fence each other first if assigned
to the same pool.
After pools, seeding for Direct Eliminations (DE’s) will be
determined from the format of Win%, followed by
Touches Scored – Touches Received (indicator)
In local tournaments, 100% are usually promoted to the
direct elimination round.
DE’s are 3 periods, 3 minutes each with a 1 minute break
in between. You fence to 15 touches.
You do not leave the venue until every Nova Fencer has
been eliminated from competition.
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From my blog post “8 rules of tournament parenting.”

1

Unless you are a coach,
you are not the coach.

5

Learn basic armory. Fixing weapons can be the most
helpful role to play in competition.

2

Do not speak of anything that could derail mental focus
(e.g. ratings, college coaches watching, national points)

6

When your child loses, s/he experiences a maelstrom
of emotions. Allow ten minutes for the fencer to return
to reality before approaching them.

3

Never get in the way of the fencing coach. You can
work with the coach, but not independently of them

7

Ensure that both the fencer and his/her coaches are
well nourished and well hydrated.

4

Positive encouragement only before, during, and after
the tournament

8

Don’t be a Karen or a Chad. Parents get black carded
regularly in this sport. Represent the best of Nova.
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How to Register

Register on USA Fencing’s Website
1. Go to the USA Fencing Regional
Tournament portal
2. Register well in advance to avoid paying
double and triple entry fees (yes, those exist!)
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It is strongly recommended to consult with your Fencing coach before registering for
regional events and above. We are in Region 6.
TOURNAMENT

FULL NAME

SJCC

Super Junior and
Cadet Circuit

SYC
ROC

Super Youth
Circuit
Regional Open
Circuit

EVENTS
Junior, Cadet
Y14,Y12,Y10
Div I, Div II, Div
III, Vet

ELIGIBILITY
Available
Nationally
Available
Nationally
Available
Nationally

POINTS
National
National
Regional (One
List)

RJCC

Regional Junior
and Cadet Circuit

Junior, Cadet

Available
Regionally

Regional

RYC

Regional Youth
Circuit

Y14,Y12,Y10

Available
Regionally

Regional
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Qualification Path

Y10

Participate in a NAC, SYC, or RYC in the current season.

Y12

Be on the national points standings, or earn at least 70 Y12 regional points, or earn at least 150 Y14 regional
points, or be in the top 40% of the Y12 standings

Y14

Be on the Y14 national points standings, or earn at least 150 Y14 regional points, or rank in the top 25% of the
Y14 regional points

Junior Olympics
(Cadet)

Be on the cadet rolling points standings (national), earn at least 110 regional points on the cadet or junior
regional points standings, be in the top 25% of the local qualifying event, rank in the top 25% of the regional
points standings

Junior Olympics
(Junior)

Be on the junior rolling points standings (national), earn at least 110 regional points on the junior points
standings, be in the top 25 percent of the local qualifying event, rank in the top 25% of the regional points
standings
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Register on USA Fencing’s Website
1. Go to the USA Fencing National
Tournament portal
2. Register well in advance to avoid paying
double and triple entry fees (yes, those exist!)
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North American Cups (NAC’s) are national open events that do not require qualification to attend.
Consult with your coach before registering. Division I events require a C-Rating & Above to Register.
Timing

Typical Events*

Qualification?

October NAC

Division I, Para Fencing, Cadet (U17), Y14

No

November NAC

Junior (U20), Y14, Cadet (U17)

No

December NAC

Division I, Division II (C & Under), Veteran’s, Team Relay Events

No

January NAC

Division I, Junior (U20), Para Fencing

No

Junior Olympic Championships

Junior (U20), Cadet (U17)

Yes

March NAC

Y10, Y12, Y14, Division II (C & Under), Division III (D & Under)

No

Division I National Championships

Division I

Yes

National Championships

Every category

Yes

*Events subject to change year by year. This is generally what each NAC offers. Schedule has been altered during pandemic, and we’re likely to see less
Division II/III events as a result.
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At national events, points are awarded based on the field size. At the end of the season, the Top 4
finishers in Cadet, Junior, Division I (Senior), Veteran 50, Veteran 60, Veteran 70, and Veteran 80 will be
selected to represent the USA at World Championships
Field Size

Points Awarded To

2-4

Gold Medalist

5-7

2

8-12

4

13-22

8

23-42

16

43-159

32

160+

64

EXPECTATIONS OF FENCERS, PARENTS, AND COACHES

•

Fencer

Parent

Coach

Fencer

What the Fencer should

•

expect of the…

A safe environment, both emotionally and

•

Positive emotional support

physically

•

Patience! This is a very hard sport

Approachability, knowledge, and good

•

Interest in their activities, interest in their

communication with the Fencer
•

Motivation– both positive and tough love

•

Promotion of a diverse, inclusive culture,

progress, acceptance of failure as part of the
learning process
•

accepting of all

•

Hard work and going all-in every practice from the

Coach

time they enter the salle until the time they leave

What the coach should

•

Training outside the walls of the club

expect of the…

•

Culture of respect (for the coach and their
Inquisitiveness, partnership, and orientation to
details

Parent

•

and other parents

•

Partnership

•

Active communication about the Fencer’s needs

•

Patience– not expecting instant results and
gratification

teammates), accountability, and responsibility
•

Be a good sport to coaches, referees, athletes,

Hard work every practice, high-effort in every

•

Promotion of a safe training environment

tournament

•

Good communication

What the parent should

•

Communication of needs

•

Fairness with all athletes

expect of the…

•

Prioritization of academics

•

Investment of time and energy in their children

•

Good sportsmanship and positively reflection of

•

Respect towards the athlete, respect towards

the family

you as the parent
•

Push your child to perform at their best

•

Foster a love of fencing for intrinsic reasons

•

Unwavering emotional support of the Fencer

Failure to attend practice regularly (3+/week) and supplemental at-home training will leave the student poorly prepared for events at any level. It
is the expectation of Nova Fencing’s Coaching staff to attend practices regularly, and to take private lessons for regional and above fencers.
Local Tournaments
(Recreational Fencer)
•

Regional Tournaments
•

Consistent attendance in group classes on Monday,

Consistent attendance in group classes on Monday,

•

Wednesday, Friday

Wednesday, Friday
•

National Tournaments
Consistent attendance in group classes on Monday,
Wednesday, Friday

After demonstrated proficiency, hard work, and an

•

At least one lesson per week

•

At least two, no more than three lessons per week

aptitude for what the coaches show, we will

•

8-10 Bouts (15 Touch) per Practice

contact the parents about lessons/tournaments

•

10-12 Bouts (15 Touch) Per Practice

•

Regular training outside of club hours, 4-5 days/week

•

Regular training outside of club hours, 6 days/week

“I put the fencer in a competition when they

8 months to 1 year into Fencing career with consistent

~1 year into the Fencing career with demonstrated

understand how to lose.”

attendance in class, lessons, and training outside the club

success at both the local and regional level, while also
consistently attending classes and taking lessons

–Sergey Danilov
(USA Men’s Epee National Coach)

1.
2.

Have fun and learn

1.

•

as an opportunity for growth!

Get the jitters out. Competitions are different from

Do not expect to make it out of pools for your first 1-2
national tournaments

Begin to self-assess strengths, weaknesses, and areas

•

Do not expect points

fencers.

of opportunity based on bouts. Understand gaps
between you and your competition.

•

Treat every national tournament as an investment. You will

Never expect success for the first few competitions.

practice bouting and can be daunting for young
3.

Have fun and learn– don’t expect to win and treat it

2.

3.

not get immediate gratification, and there will be tears

Never expect success for the first 5 competitions.

and questions of “what did I fly all the way out here for?”
•

This is one of the most difficult sports on planet earth.
National tournaments can make or break a fencer’s love
of the sport.

•

Uniform (mask, knickers, plastron/chest protector,
glove, knee-high socks)

•

2 weapons, 2 body cords

•

Nova club warmups

•

Uniform (mask, knickers, plastron/chest protector,
glove, knee-high socks)

•

3 weapons, 3 body cords

•

Nova club warmups

•

FIE uniform (optional, but better safety/quality)

•

FIE blades (optional, but better safety/quality)

•

The fencer’s last name must be stenciled on the
back of the jacket or on the knickers

•

Rolling bag

On Private Lessons

The What

Introduction of New Actions
The coach will introduce 1-2 new actions, repeat, fine tune, focus on
technique and build speed once technique is refined

Individualized Focus

The Why

On Private Lessons
Private lessons are not a luxury in the sport

repertoire, gaining an advanced tactical

How
Long?

Timing
Private lessons will last 20 minutes so as not to over inundate the fencer with
too much information– and you better believe 20 minutes is physically taxing
too!

Idea sharing

Expectations

understanding, and building a bond with
one’s coach.

propensities on the strip. Without private lessons, the fencer is unlikely to excel
beyond the local competition level.

of Fencing—they’re a necessity, an
investment in expanding the athlete’s

Tailored to the individual fencer based on athletic capabilities and natural

How to
Immediately
Waste the
Lesson

How Many
do I
Need?

Hard work, dialogue, thoughtful questions asking “why?” Accepting failure as
a part of the learning process, never saying “I’m sorry” for error.

Leave the Club Without Bouting!
If you do not bout following a lesson, you will immediately take what you just
learned and throw it out the window. The actions must be replicated in
bouting to be stored in long-term memory.

Dependent on Seriousness of Fencer
Regional-level fencers should be doing 1-2 lessons per week. National-level
fencers should be doing 2-3 lessons per week (no more than 3).

Making the Most out of
Practice

STRONGLY SUGGESTED PRACTICE
Assumes 2 Hour Practice Beginning at 6:00 PM. If the Fencing Lesson is
the final activity of the evening, then the lesson will have been wasted.
STAGES

WARMUP

CLASS

LESSON

BOUTING

5:45 PM – 6:00 PM

6:00 PM – 7:00 PM

7:00 PM – 7:20 PM

7:20 PM – 8:20 PM

• Always begins with

• Introduce new actions

• 8-10 15-Touch Bouts

competitive game

• Refine existing actions

• Focus on replicating

• Nova Fencing Warmup
Routine; or
• Jump Roping; and

ACTIVITIES

• Light Footwork

• Footwork

• Stretching

• Blade Drills

• Elevate heartrate to
70%-80% of maximum for
warmup

BEST PRACTICES

• Focuses on:

• Dynamic stretching, NOT
static stretching

• Increase strategic
awareness
• Drive muscle memory

• Tactical Bouting

and instinctual reactions

• Strategy

in the fencer

• Asking thoughtful
questions and drilling
down to the “why?”
• High-effort behavior–
even when coach isn’t
watching
• Team-oriented
behaviors in individual
sport

• Ask questions– but not
so many questions to
take away lesson time
• Accept failure as part of
the learning process
and avoid saying “I’m
Sorry!” when actions
aren’t executed

actions from a lesson
and applying concepts
to realistic scenarios

• Not bouting to win, but
to set up and apply
actions from lessons
• Play around, innovate
• Bouting to win should
only happen the week
of competition

correctly

Note: Following tournaments, Nova coaches will take lesson time to review recorded video with students to
provide a retrospective with the student and discuss lessons learned and next steps on training

NCAA Fencing

College Fencing 101
Note: Ivy League programs and Division III schools do not offer athletic scholarships. Other programs may vary. Academics
(including rigorous course load of honors + AP courses) and test scores are the most important deciding factors. Fencing
results needed may vary depending on the competitiveness of the program.

List of NCAA Varsity Fencing Programs
Division I Fencing Programs:
• Boston College
• Duke University
• University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
• University of Notre Dame
• Brown University (women only)
• Columbia University
• Cornell University (women only)
• Harvard University
• University of Pennsylvania
• Princeton University
• Yale University
• United States Air Force Academy (Air Force)
• University of the Incarnate Word
• Stanford University
• University of California, San Diego
• Cleveland State University
• University of Detroit Mercy
• Fairleigh Dickinson University (women only)

•
•

Lafayette College (mixed team)
Long Island University (women only, men
beginning 2022/2023)
• New Jersey Institute of Technology
• Northwestern University (women only)
• Ohio State University
• Pennsylvania State University
• Sacred Heart University
• St. John's University, New York
• Temple University (women only)
• Wagner College (women only)
Division II Fencing Programs:
• Wayne State
Division III Fencing Programs:
• Brandeis University
• City College of New York (women only)
• Denison University (women only)
• Drew University
• Haverford College

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hunter College
Johns Hopkins University
Lawrence University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
New York University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Tufts University (women only)
Vassar College
Wellesley College (women only)
Yeshiva University

SafeSport

1

No matter what club you’re with, always check the USA
Fencing member database to ensure coaches are
background checked and SafeSport certified. If they are
not, this is a red flag with no excuses.

2

Take the complimentary parents SafeSport training
here, and encourage your child to take the youthspecific training from the same link.

3

Familiarize yourself with the USA SafeSport code, and
report any violations. We as coaches are mandatory
reporters. At Nova, we hold our coaches to a higher
standard than the SafeSport code stipulates.

4

Understand the signs of grooming and report
immediately.

Appendix Material

Other Articles for Parents

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How to immediately waste a private fencing lesson
How to be a good teammate in fencing
Why Fencers yell and why people should stop being whiny babies about it
Cellphones be damned
The two words you never want to hear as a Fencing Coach

